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To study the effect of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) on spin-transfer torque in magnetic materials, we have
implemented two theoretical formalisms that can accommodate SOC. Using the “charge-pumping” formalism,
we find two contributions to the out-of-plane spin-transfer torque parameter β in ballistic Ni domain walls (DWs).
For short DWs, the nonadiabatic reflection of conduction electrons caused by the rapid spatial variation of the
exchange potential results in an out-of-plane torque that increases rapidly with decreasing DW length. For long
DWs, the Fermi level conduction channel anisotropy that gives rise to an intrinsic DW resistance in the presence
of SOC leads to a linear dependence of β on the DW length. To understand this counterintuitive divergence of β

in the long DW limit, we use the “nonequilibrium magnetization” formalism to examine the spatially resolved
spin-transfer torque. The SOC-induced out-of-plane torque in ballistic DWs is found to be quantitatively consistent
with the values obtained using the charge-pumping calculations, indicating the equivalence of the two theoretical
methods.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.93.224415

I. INTRODUCTION

An electron has an intrinsic (spin) angular momentum and
associated with this a magnetic moment. When an electric
current flows, it is accompanied by a flow of spin angular
momentum. For nonmagnetic (NM) materials like copper, the
current of electrons with spin in a particular direction (e.g.,
“up”) is compensated by an equal current of electrons with
spin in the opposite direction (“down”), so there is no net flow
of spin angular momentum. In a ferromagnetic (FM) material
with an unequal number of spin-up and spin-down electrons,
there is a flow of spin angular momentum, but this only
has observable consequences when translational symmetry
is broken. This happens, for example, at an interface with
a NM metal where spin angular moment is injected into
the NM metal leading to “spin accumulation” [1]. It also
happens when the magnetization direction depends on the
position in space, as in a domain wall (DW) where there is a
continuous transition of the magnetization direction between
two domains in which it is entirely collinear (up or down for
the 180◦ DW sketched in Fig. 1). In this case, spin angular
momentum is transported by an electric current from one
region of space to another where it leads to an imbalance
and tends to realign the angular momentum and magnetization
direction of both regions of space. This phenomenon is called
“spin-transfer torque” (STT) [2–4] and it forms the basis for
writing information in magnetic random access memories [5,6]
or for microwave frequency STT oscillators where the injected
spin forces a magnetization to precess with GHz frequency
[3,7,8]. Passage of a spin-polarized current can also cause a
domain wall to move. This is the principle behind a new form
of shift register called “racetrack memory” [9,10].

The STT was first predicted based upon the conservation of
spin angular momentum; a loss of spin current, ∇ · js , corre-
sponds to a torque −ds/dt exerted on the local magnetization
[2,3]. Various theoretical methods were proposed to compute

STTs with realistic electronic structures [11–14], and a number
of these were implemented with first-principles electronic
structure calculations [13–16]. Not all are suitable for studying
the effect of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) on STT though [17].
The spin-orbit interaction couples the electron spin to its orbital
motion, and the STT exerted on a local magnetization can be
larger than the maximum spin angular momentum that can be
transferred from conduction electrons, i.e., an amount of � per
electron. It was recently found that STTs arising from SOC can
be more efficient in driving magnetization switching, forcing
oscillation, or moving magnetic DWs [18].

Two quite distinct theoretical formalisms have been pro-
posed to calculate the STT without assuming spin angular
momentum conservation. The method proposed by the Austin
group [19] is to calculate the STT in terms of the exchange
interaction between the local magnetization and a nonequi-
librium magnetization generated by the current. We will refer
to this as the nonequilibrium magnetization (NEM) scheme.
The effect of SOC is explicitly included in the Hamiltonian
that is used to determine the current-induced nonequilibrium
magnetization. The NEM scheme has been applied to calculate
STT in spin valves [13], magnetic tunnel junctions [20],
and ferromagnet/normal metal bilayers [21–23]. The other
method is to consider the charge current pumped by a time
varying magnetization. By making use of Onsager reciprocity
relations, this can be used to derive the STT [24,25]. The
charge pumping formalism is also applicable when SOC is
included in the Hamiltonian.

In this paper, we study the out-of-plane STT in ballistic
DWs, taking nickel as an example. While numerical values of
these torques have been reported in the diffusive regime for real
materials using realistic electronic structures [26,27], its phys-
ical origin remains unclear [28]. Experimental observations
are usually interpreted by comparing the measured velocities
of current-driven DWs with the results of micromagnetic sim-
ulations, a procedure that is not straightforward. For instance,
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the scattering theory. The
scattering region consists of a 180◦ Walker-profile DW sandwiched
between semiinfinite collinearly magnetized crystalline leads. Incom-
ing, I (I′), and outgoing, O (O′), states in the left (right) lead are
connected by the scattering matrix S which is made up of reflection
r (r′) and transmission t (t′) matrices.

the Gilbert damping must be accurately taken into account in
simulations [29] but its form in noncollinear magnetizations
is still the subject of discussion [30]. By implementing both
the charge pumping and the NEM formalisms using first-
principles scattering theory [31,32] and using them to calculate
the out-of-plane STT in ballistic DWs, we demonstrate the
quantitative equivalence of the two computational schemes.
The STTs obtained in ballistic DWs can be understood in terms
of the scattering of electrons by the noncollinear magnetization
as characterized by the DW resistance (DWR). For very short
DWs, the nonadiabatic reflection of conduction electrons by
the large magnetization gradients gives rise to a relatively
large DWR and out-of-plane torque. In the long DW limit, the
DWR is dominated by the length-independent intrinsic DWR
[33,34] that results from an anisotropy in the distribution of
conducting channels induced by SOC in combination with
the noncollinear magnetization. Electron reflection due to the
intrinsic DWR gives rise to an out-of-plane torque parameter
that scales linearly with the DW length. We calculate the
amplitude of this torque using the two different methods and
obtain values in good quantitative agreement with each other.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The charge-
pumping formalism is outlined in Sec. II followed by the
results of calculations for the DWR and out-of-plane STT
parameter. We present the details of the NEM scheme in
Sec. III and verify the implementation for a spin valve system
benchmarked in the literature; in the absence of SOC we can
compare to STTs calculated using spin conservation [13,14]. In
Sec. IV, we use the NEM scheme to calculate spatially resolved
STTs in ballistic nickel DWs. The out-of-plane component
quantitatively agrees with the values obtained in Sec. II using
the charge-pumping formalism. Some conclusions are drawn
in Sec. V.

II. CHARGE-PUMPING FORMALISM

A. Formalism

In this section, we briefly outline the charge-pumping
formalism of Ref. [24] and how it can be combined with
first-principles scattering calculations that include SOC. In
the presence of an electrical current j with spin polarization
P , the dynamics of a magnetization M(r) with magnitude
Ms and direction M̂(r) is described by the phenomeno-
logical generalized Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation

[4,35–38]

dM̂(r)

dt
= −γ M̂(r) × Heff(r)

+M̂(r) ×
[∫

dr′α(r,r′) · dM̂(r′)
dt

]

− [
1 − βM̂(r)×]

(vs · ∇)M̂(r), (1)

where Heff is the effective magnetic field, γ = gμB/� is
the gyromagnetic ratio expressed in terms of the Landé g

factor and Bohr magneton μB , and vs = gμBP j/(2eMs) is
an effective velocity. In this paper, we use the following
conventions. Electrons flow from the left lead to the right
lead along ẑ and the charge current density j = −|j |ẑ. The
electron charge is negative, e = −|e|. The current polarization
P in ballistic Ni is found to be negative since the minority-spin
electrons have a larger state density at the Fermi energy than
the majority-spin electrons and contribute more to the Sharvin
conductance.

In Eq. (1), α(r,r′) and β are the Gilbert damping and the out-
of-plane STT parameters, respectively. In principle, the Gilbert
damping in a DW depends not only on the magnetization
gradient but also on the particular mode of precession and can
be calculated using first-principles scattering theory [30,39].
The effect of a nonlocal damping on DW motion [40] is
beyond the scope of the present work and we will for
simplicity assume a constant Gilbert damping parameter α

in the following derivation. The out-of-plane STT parameter
β plays an important role in current-driven DW motion and is
the key quantity that we calculate in this paper. It is usually
assumed to be a material-dependent constant in work based
upon expanding the magnetization to first-order in derivatives
of the time and space variables [41]. However, in agreement
with a number of other theoretical studies [28,42–45], we
will see that the magnitude of the out-of-plane torque is not
proportional to the magnetization gradient so that using Eq. (1)
to describe the torque results in spatial variations of β in a given
magnetic texture, β = β(r). This scenario will be confirmed
later on by the position dependent STTs we will calculate for
ballistic DWs requiring a fundamental reformulation of this
term [46].

We consider Walker-profile [47] Bloch DWs with magne-
tization profile M̂(z) = ( − tanh z−rw

λw
, − sech z−rw

λw
,0) or Néel

DWs with profile M̂(z) = (sech z−rw

λw
,0, tanh z−rw

λw
) that are

centered at rw and have length λw. If the DW is displaced
rigidly so that the magnetization varies in time only via the
DW center, i.e.,

dM̂
dt

= ṙw

dM̂
drw

, (2)

then the DW profile can be explicitly substituted into Eq. (1)
and along the direction of the out-of-plane STT, we obtain

0 = −γHext sech

(
z − rw

λw

)
+ αṙw

λw

sech

(
z − rw

λw

)

−β(z)
�γPj

2eMsλw

sech

(
z − rw

λw

)
. (3)
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Integrating over z, we are able to find a solution of the
generalized LLG equation [38],

ṙw = γ λw

α
Hext + �γPGβ̄a

2eAMsα
V. (4)

Equation (4) describes the steady state motion of a DW in
response to an external field Hext and electrical voltage V in
the low current-density regime. Here G is the conductance of
the DW and A is the cross sectional area. The parameter β̄

in Eq. (4) is defined as the spatial average of β(z) in the DW
region,

β̄ ≡ 1

πλw

∫
β(z) sech

(z − rw

λw

)
dz. (5)

The process reciprocal to current- or bias-driven DW
motion is the “pumping” of a charge current by a moving
DW [24,25,48]. These (reciprocal) processes can be described
using coupled thermodynamic equations. We first identify
two thermodynamical fluxes, the DW velocity ṙw and charge
current I . The conjugate forces defined by the requirement
that the energy dissipation is given by the product of the flux
and its conjugate force [49] are found to be 2AMsHext and V ,
respectively. The coupled equations can then be written as(

ṙw

I

)
=

(
L11 L12

L21 L22

)(
2AMsHext

V

)
, (6)

and the coefficient Lij characterizing how the ith flux is
induced by the j th force can be derived as follows. Comparison
of the first line of Eq. (6) with Eq. (4) yields the coeffi-
cients L11 = γ λw/(2AMsα) and L12 = �γP β̄G/(2eAMsα).
According to Ohm’s law L22 is just the conductance G of the
DW. Reciprocity of the Onsager relations makes it possible to
determine the last unknown coefficient L21 = L12. Knowing
all the coefficients in Eq. (6), the charge pumped by a DW
forced to move by an external magnetic field Hext is found
to be

I = L212AMsHext = L21

L11
ṙw = �P β̄G

eλw

ṙw. (7)

Using the concept of parametric pumping [50], the electrical
current induced by a moving DW can alternatively be
expressed in terms of the scattering matrix of the system,
S = (r t′

t r′
)
, as

I = eṙw

4π
Im

⎡
⎣Tr

⎛
⎝ ∂S

∂rw

S†�

⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦, (8)

with r(r′) and t(t′) comprising matrices of reflection and
transmission amplitudes for states incident from left (right)
leads, respectively. The matrix � = (1 0

0 −1′
)

consists of the unit
matrices 1 and 1′ that have the same dimensions as r and r′,
respectively.

Comparing Eqs. (7) and (8), and writing the conductance
in terms of the transmission matrix t as

G = e2

h
Tr(tt†), (9)

we arrive at the required expression for β̄

β̄ = λw

2P Tr(tt†)
Im

⎡
⎣Tr

⎛
⎝ ∂S

∂rw

S†�

⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦. (10)

Equations (9) and (10) are used in this work to directly
calculate the conductance (resistance) and the out-of-plane
STT parameter β̄, respectively.

B. Numerical details

Our starting point is the electronic structure of bulk
face-centered cubic (fcc) nickel calculated with tight-binding
linearized muffin-tin orbitals (TB-LMTOs) [51,52] within the
framework of density functional theory. We use the local
density approximation, specifically the exchange-correlation
functional parameterized by von Barth and Hedin [53], a
minimal basis consisting of nine orbitals (s, p, and d) per
spin, and sample the first Brillouin zone of the fcc lattice
with 1203 k points. With the experimental lattice constant
of 0.352 nm, the charge and spin densities of collinearly
magnetized fcc nickel are calculated self-consistently within
the atomic spheres approximation (ASA) [54] to obtain a
magnetic moment of 0.639 μB per nickel atom. SOC is omitted
in the self-consistent calculation since it is much smaller in
energy than the band width and exchange interaction.

This electronic structure is appropriate for the semi-
infinite leads. The scattering region also consists of perfectly
crystalline nickel, and purely for convenience we choose the
transport direction to be along the fcc [111]. The electronic
structure of the scattering region is constructed by rotating the
bulk atomic sphere potentials in spin space so that the local
quantization axis for every atomic sphere follows the Walker
magnetization profile; see Fig. 1.

We then consider the fate of each flux-normalized
state ψI

μ(k‖; EF ) at the Fermi energy incident from the
left lead. The transmitted and reflected wave functions
far away from the scattering region can be expanded in
terms of all possible outgoing propagating states in the
right and left leads as

∑
ν,k′

‖
tνμ(k′

‖,k‖)ψO ′
ν (k′

‖; EF ) and∑
ν,k′

‖
rνμ(k′

‖,k‖)ψO
ν (k′

‖; EF ), respectively. The reflection and

transmission coefficients rνμ(k′
‖,k‖) and tνμ(k′

‖,k‖) are deter-
mined using a “wave-function matching” scheme [55] also
implemented with TB-LMTOs [31]. The same can be done for
all states incident from the right lead to calculate r ′

νμ(k′
‖,k‖)

and t ′νμ(k′
‖,k‖) and so obtain the full scattering matrix S

explicitly.
In the absence of any disorder breaking the translational

symmetry perpendicular to the transport direction, the parallel
component k‖ of the bulk Bloch wavevector k is conserved and
Sνμ(k′

‖,k‖) = Sνμ(k‖)δk′
‖,k‖ for “ballistic” DWs. (Otherwise

we could use a “lateral supercell” scheme to model disorder
and allow transitions from one k‖ to another [31,56]. It
turns out that the calculated transport properties usually
converge very quickly with respect to the size of the lateral
supercell.) SOC is included in the transport calculations by
using a Pauli Hamiltonian [32,57]. Unless otherwise stated,
the two-dimensional Brillouin zone (2D BZ) is sampled using
600 × 600 k points to guarantee the convergence of the
calculated conductance and out-of-plane STT parameter β̄.
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FIG. 2. DW resistance RDW calculated for clean fcc Ni as a
function of the DW length λw . For Bloch (black circles) and Néel
(red squares) DWs, there are contributions to the DWR from (i)
the nonadiabatic reflection of conduction electrons from short DWs
(λw < 10 nm) that decreases monotonically and vanishes in the long
DW limit and (ii) the conduction channel mismatch in the presence
of SOC that leads to a finite saturated DWR in the long DW limit.
Without SOC, there is no distinction between Bloch and Néel DWs,
and only the nonadiabatic contribution is seen (dashed blue line).
Inset: DWR without SOC replotted as a function of 1/λw . The solid
line illustrates the linear dependence.

C. Domain-wall resistance

Before calculating β̄ using Eq. (10), it is instructive to
understand how electrons are scattered by a ballistic DW and to
characterize this by the DWR RDW = 1/G − 1/G0, where G

and G0 are the conductances of a DW and of a bulk metal with
the saturation magnetization, respectively. In particular, G0 is
the Sharvin conductance of a bulk ballistic system [58]. The
DWR calculated for nickel is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of
the DW length λw. Without SOC, RDW is large for small values
of λw because the gradient of the local magnetization is large
and the conduction electrons cannot follow the rapid variation
of the effective potential [59]. This nonadiabatic contribution
to the DWR decreases monotonically with increasing DW
length (dashed blue line) and vanishes in the long (adiabatic)
limit in agreement with results found in earlier calculations
[60,61]. In particular, the DWR for ballistic Ni without SOC
is inversely proportional to the DW length as replotted in the
inset of Fig. 2.

With SOC included, the DWR for small values of λw

is still dominated by the nonadiabatic contribution for both
Bloch and Néel DWs while saturating to a finite value in
the adiabatic, large-λw limit corresponding to the so-called
intrinsic DWR [33,34]. It results from a variation in the number
of conduction channels at the Fermi level on rotating the
magnetization direction. Figures 3(a)–3(e) show the number
of conduction channels in the first BZ in the [111] direction
for different values of the magnetization direction of bulk Ni
as a function of k‖, the component of the crystal momentum
perpendicular to [111]. It is equivalent to the projection of
the Fermi surface onto the 2D plane perpendicular to the
transport direction [62,63]. In ballistic systems, the crystal
momentum of a propagating state is conserved and only the
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FIG. 3. (a)–(e) Calculated conduction channels at the Fermi level
for fcc Ni along the [111] for the different magnetization orientations
indicated by the arrows at the bottom of each panel. (f) The reflection
probability of conduction electrons in a very long 180◦ Bloch DW.
Large reflection probabilities are found for values of k‖ where the
number of conduction channels depends upon the magnetization
direction in (a)–(e).

propagating channels that survive for all magnetization direc-
tions contribute to the total conductance. At some k‖ points
the number of channels decreases as the magnetization rotates
resulting in the reflection of the corresponding propagating
electronic states. The total reflection in a long Bloch DW is
plotted in Fig. 3(f). Large values of reflection probability are
found for k‖ points where the number of conduction channels
varies strongly with the magnetization direction shown in
Figs. 3(a)–3(e). Indeed, the intrinsic, saturated DWRs for
Bloch and Néel walls can be well reproduced by counting
the number of common conducting channels through the
DWs. Since SOC is very weak in 3d transition metals, it
only slightly modifies their Fermi surfaces and the number of
conduction channels for different magnetization orientations.
Quantitatively, the intrinsic DWR is only 1.8% and 1.3% of the
corresponding Sharvin resistance for the Bloch and Néel DWs,
respectively. Note that the intrinsic DWR that is a nonlocal
effect is eliminated in the diffusive regime, where spin-flip
scattering and anisotropic magnetoresistance become the main
mechanisms responsible for the DWR found there [64].
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FIG. 4. Calculated out-of-plane STT parameter β̄/λw of clean
Ni DWs as a function of the DW length λw . β̄/λw saturates to a
finite value for both Bloch and Néel DWs in the presence of SOC.
For short DWs (λw < 10 nm), the nonadiabatic contribution to β̄

increases dramatically with decreasing DW length; this increase does
not depend on SOC. The large open circles denote saturated values
of β̄/λw = 0.0086 nm−1 for Bloch DWs with λw = 20 and 40 nm
referred to in Sec. IV. Inset: the nonadiabatic contribution β̄na as a
function of λw , where the contribution proportional to λw arising from
SOC has been subtracted for Bloch and Néel DWs.

D. Out-of-plane spin-transfer torque parameter β̄

The values of β̄/λw calculated using Eq. (10) are plotted in
Fig. 4 as a function of the DW length λw. For both Bloch and
Néel DWs, β̄/λw saturates to a finite value for large values
of λw, indicating that β̄ diverges in this adiabatic limit. The
contribution that is proportional to the DW length arises from
SOC; it vanishes if the SOC is switched off in the calculations
as shown by the dashed blue line.

For short DWs with λw < 10 nm, there is another con-
tribution to β̄ coming from the nonadiabatic reflection of
conduction electrons that is not intrinsically related to SOC.
This nonadiabatic contribution, β̄na, is plotted in the inset
to Fig. 4, together with the values for Bloch and Néel
DWs with the (SOC-induced) contributions proportional to
λw subtracted. β̄na increases rapidly with decreasing DW
length and exhibits oscillations at small values of λw. This
nonadiabatic contribution to β̄ has been theoretically predicted
and interpreted in terms of standing waves that result from the
interference of incoming and reflected electrons [42,44].

The divergent contribution arising from SOC is counter-
intuitive and has not been discussed in the literature. The
remainder of this paper will be devoted to understanding it.
To do so, we will use calculations based upon the physically
transparent NEM scheme.

III. NONEQUILIBRIUM MAGNETIZATION SCHEME

We begin this section with a brief description of the NEM
scheme proposed by Núñez and MacDonald [19,65] that can
be used to calculate the spatially resolved STT τ (r), and of
our MTO implementation of this scheme. We illustrate it
with calculations for a spin valve consisting of Co and Cu
multilayers where, in the absence of SOC, the calculated STT

is in good quantitative agreement with the values obtained
using a method based upon spin conservation [14].

A. Formalism

In the NEM scheme, the torque exerted on a local
magnetization M(r) is given by

τ (r) = −γ M(r) × hex(r), (11)

where hex(r) is the exchange field generated by the nonequi-
librium magnetization mne(r) induced by a charge current. All
occupied states contribute to M(r) so that direct calculation of
Eq. (11) involves an integration over energy up to the Fermi
energy. Since an equal and opposite torque is exerted on mne(r)
by the local magnetization M(r), it can be expressed as

τ (r) = −γ Hex(r) × mne(r), (12)

where Hex(r) is the exchange field generated by the local
magnetization M(r) [13,19,66]. Within linear response, mne(r)
is composed of contributions from propagating electronic
states at the Fermi level. Hex(r) only depends on the equi-
librium magnetization M(r) and can be readily evaluated
when carrying out the self-consistent equilibrium calculations
that involve calculating all occupied states. Within the ASA,
evaluation of the torque can be simplified by expanding Hex(r)
and mne(r) in spherical harmonics Ylm(r̂) on site R. On
integrating over r, we find that the torque can be decomposed
into site (R) and angular momentum (l) resolved contributions
as

τR =
∑

l

τRl = −γ
∑

l

Hex
Rl × mne

Rl . (13)

Assuming that the bias Vb applied over the scattering region
is infinitesimal, mne

Rl can be constructed from wave functions
with energy equal to the Fermi energy

mne
Rl = − μB

Nk‖

∑
k‖

⎛
⎝ ∑

i∈L

∑
m

〈
�

ik‖
Rlm

∣∣σ̂ ∣∣�ik‖
Rlm

〉

−
∑
j∈R

∑
m

〈
�

jk‖
Rlm

∣∣σ̂ ∣∣�jk‖
Rlm

〉⎞⎠eVb

2
, (14)

where �
ik‖
Rlm and �

jk‖
Rlm are lm components of the flux-

normalized scattering wave functions (|�|2 having the dimen-
sions of an inverse energy) with transverse crystal momentum
k‖, on site R, incident from the left (i ∈ L) and right (j ∈ R)
leads, respectively. Equation (14) implies that we consider
both right-going electrons from the left lead and left-going
holes from the right lead simultaneously [67]. Note that the
bias Vb in Eq. (14) will be eventually removed by calculating
the torque per unit current density τ/j , in units of μB/(e nm),
where j = GVb/A with A being the cross sectional area.

The exchange field on site R can be decomposed in a similar
fashion and Hex

Rl obtained by considering test electrons at the
Fermi level with up and down spin [68],

Hex
Rl = − M̂

4μB

∫
dr

{
r2[υR↑(r) − υR↓(r)]

×[
φ2

Rl↑(εF,r) + φ2
Rl↓(εF,r)

]}
. (15)
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FIG. 5. Nonequilibrium magnetization calculated without SOC
for the [111] oriented spin valve consisting of 9 layers of fcc Cu and
15 layers of Co sandwiched between semiinfinite Co and Cu leads
shown schematically at the top. The dashed line in the central panel
is increased by a factor of 20 for clarity.

Here the radial integration is carried out inside the atomic
sphere on site R and the lth partial wave φRlσ (εF,r) is obtained
by solving the scalar-relativistic radial equation [69] at the
energy ε = εF for the spin-dependent radial potential υRσ (r)
with σ = ↑,↓ [51].

B. Test case: Co|Cu spin valve

To verify our implementation of the NEM scheme, we
consider the STTs in a system that has been studied before
(without SOC) [13,14,16], a Co|Cu|Co spin valve for which the
spin torque has been calculated by assuming spin conservation.
The spin valve is schematically shown at the top of Fig. 5. The
scattering region consists of Co(6)|Cu(9)|Co(15)|Cu(6) with
the thicknesses in parantheses given in numbers of atomic
layers. The left and right leads are bulk Co and Cu, respectively.
(In the piecewise self-consistent equilibrium calculations, the
atomic sphere potentials in six layers of Co on the left and of
Cu on the right are allowed to differ from the bulk potentials
of the semiinfinite leads.) A uniform lattice constant of 3.55 Å
is used, and transport is along the fcc [111] with electron flow
from left to right. The magnetization directions of the two
ferromagnetic Co layers are chosen to be perpendicular to one
other, as indicated by the thick arrows in Fig. 5. A 2400 × 2400
k sampling of the 2D BZ is used to obtain a well-converged
out-of-plane component of the torque [66]; see the inset of
Fig. 7. SOC was turned off in this test case to compare the
results with those obtained with the spin conservation method
[70].

The nonequilibrium magnetization arises from the differ-
ence between the nonequilibrium spin densities

nne
Rσ (ε) = 1

Nk‖

∑
k‖

∑
i∈L

∑
l,m

〈
�

ik‖
Rlmσ (ε)

∣∣�ik‖
Rlmσ (ε)

〉
. (16)
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FIG. 6. Nonequilibrium spin density of a perfectly crystalline fcc
Co lead calculated as a function of the energy. The density of states
of bulk fcc Co is plotted for comparison.

For a perfectly crystalline fcc Co lead, we plot nne
Rσ as a function

of the energy ε of the incoming electrons in Fig. 6. The
nonequilibrium spin densities equal half of the total density
of states (DoS) at the same energy because only electrons
incident from the left are considered in Eq. (16) [holes incident
from the right contribute the same amount; see Eq. (14)]. The
muffin-tin orbitals used to calculate the DoS with the “bulk”
LMTO code [52] are linearized in energy with ενlσ fixed at
the corresponding centers of gravity ενlσ of the s, p, and d

channels while the DoS is calculated using the tetrahedron
method [71]. The nonequilibrium spin density nne

Rσ (ε) on the
other hand is obtained in the scattering code with ενlσ = ε

and with discrete summation over k‖. These factors account
for the slight differences seen in Fig. 6. At the Fermi level,
minority spins contribute more nonequilibrium states, so mne

is antiparallel to the local magnetization M in Co that is
dominated by the occupied majority spin states.

The nonequilibrium magnetization mne generated in the
Co(6)|Cu(9)|Co(15)|Cu(6) spin valve by the electric current is
plotted in Fig. 5. Since there is no disorder in either the Cu or
Co layers, scattering only occurs at the interfaces. At a Co|Cu
interface, there is a large mismatch between the Cu and Co
electronic structures for the minority spin channel, leading to
a significant reflection of these electrons. This corresponds to
a large minority-spin interface resistance [31,72] and leads to
the accumulation of the minority spin density mne

y seen in Fig. 5
antiparallel to the local magnetization direction in layer M1.
The oscillations (between layers 0 and 7) are a consequence
of the interference between incident and reflected waves.

The magnetizations of the two ferromagnetic layers in Fig. 5
are perpendicular to each other. The spin current transmitted
through the first M1|Cu interface is oriented along the −y

direction. In this Cu “spacer” layer, accumulation of nonequi-
librium magnetization is mostly of minority-spin electrons
(along +y) injected through the Co|Cu interface. There are
also contributions (along −x) from multiple scattering at the
two Cu interfaces. Without a local magnetization (and spin
relaxation) in Cu, these propagating states keep their spin
polarization. The quantization axis of the M2 layer is at right
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FIG. 7. STT calculated for a spin valve consisting of Co and Cu
multilayers without SOC. The lines are calculated based on the spin
conservation method [14] while the symbols are obtained using the
NEM scheme. Inset: total STT on M2 as a function of the k sampling
density. The vertical dashed line indicates the final sampling density
(2400 × 2400) adopted.

angles, along the −z direction. Spins injected from the left,
oriented perpendicular to this quantization axis, precess in
M2. This results in the oscillatory behavior seen for mne

x and
mne

y in the M2 layer in Fig. 5. In addition, components of
mne transverse to M2 decay into the ferromagnetic layer as a
result of dephasing [16]. In ferromagnetic Co, the transverse
components of mne vanish after propagating about 3 nm
(15 atomic layers) [13,14,16]. Eventually, the longitudinal
components have the largest magnitude in the ferromagnetic
layers, i.e., mne

y in the left Co layer and mne
z in the right one.

In spite of their large magnitudes, the longitudinal compo-
nents of mne do not exert torques on the local magnetization;
the smaller transverse components do. The spin torques τ

calculated using Eqs. (13)–(15) are plotted as a function
of position in Fig. 7. Reflecting the oscillations in mne,
the calculated STTs also display oscillations in the Co
ferromagnetic layers. The total STT

τM2 =
∑

R∈M2

τR (17)

exerted on the right Co layer (M2) is plotted in the inset to
Fig. 7. It has a large in-plane component in the −y direction
and one order of magnitude smaller out-of-plane component
in the −x direction. This feature agrees with the spin-transfer
picture [2,3] where the conduction electrons polarized by M1

transfer their spin angular momentum to M2 resulting in a
STT parallel to M1. Finally, the STTs calculated using the
NEM scheme and spin conservation method are in perfect
mutual agreement (within the numerical accuracy) and in good
agreement [70] with earlier NEM [13] and spin conservation
[14] calculations.

IV. SOC-INDUCED STTs IN BALLISTIC Ni DWs

In this section, we apply the NEM scheme to calculate
the spatially resolved STT for Bloch DWs (see Fig. 8 for
the profile) in ballistic Ni in order to obtain a transparent

(vs )M sM
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x

y

FIG. 8. Calculated STT for a short, clean Ni Bloch DW with
λw = 1 nm. The thick solid (green) lines in (a) show the adiabatic
form of in-plane torque −(vs · ∇)MsM̂. The dashed (orange) lines in
(a) and (b) are the STTs calculated without SOC and the symbols are
obtained with SOC. Including SOC gives only slight changes in the
calculated STTs. The out-of-plane torque τz mainly results from the
abrupt variation of the exchange potential in the center of the short
DW.

physical picture of the interplay between an electrical current
and local magnetization that results from SOC. In particular,
we wish to understand the unexpected divergence of β̄ found
in the adiabatic limit with the charge pumping formalism. The
numerical details are the same as described in Sec. II B except
that a denser k mesh of 2400 × 2400 points is used to sample
the 2D BZ.

For a very short DW with λw = 1 nm, the in-plane compo-
nents of the STT are shown in Fig. 8(a) and the out-of-plane
component is shown separately in Fig. 8(b). Results without
SOC are shown as dashed lines, with SOC as symbols. In the
generalized LLG equation, Eq. (1), the expression −(vs · ∇)M̂
for the in-plane torque comes from spin conservation. In
deriving it, it was assumed that conduction electrons can
adiabatically follows the orientation of the local magnetization
[73,74]. At position r, the spin current carried by an electrical
current j is given by �γPjM̂(r)/(2e) and the loss of spin
current a short distance away from r corresponds to the STT
−(vs · ∇)MsM̂(r). Using the analytical expression for the one-
dimensional magnetization profile, the x and y components of
the adiabatic torque τ ad(z) = −vsMsdM̂(z)/dz are

τ ad
x (z)

j
= μBP

eλw

sech2

(
z − rw

λw

)
, (18a)

τ ad
y (z)

j
= −μBP

eλw

tanh

(
z − rw

λw

)
sech

(
z − rw

λw

)
. (18b)

This adiabatic torque is plotted in Fig. 8(a) as solid
green lines where P = (G↑

Sh − G
↓
Sh)/(G↑

Sh + G
↓
Sh) = −0.48 is

obtained from the spin-resolved Sharvin conductances G
↑
Sh

and G
↓
Sh without SOC. The negative value of P indicates
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FIG. 9. STTs calculated without SOC for a long, clean Ni Bloch
DW with λw = 20 nm. The in-plane torque (τx and τy) follows the
adiabatic form −(vs · ∇)MsM̂ resulting from spin conservation. The
out-of-plane torque (τz) vanishes without SOC in such a long DW.

that the minority-spin channel has more propagating states
than the majority-spin channel at the Fermi level; the s

band contribution is very similar for both spins while the d

contribution is absent from the majority spin channel.
The calculated in-plane STTs shown in Fig. 8(a) are seen to

accurately follow the adiabatic form regardless of SOC. The
near perfect coincidence of the dashed lines (without SOC) and
symbols (with SOC) superposed in Fig. 8(a) on the thick solid
lines indicates that the adiabatic form describes the in-plane
STT extremely well even in such a short DW. This result
is in agreement with a previous calculation for free-electron
Stoner-model DWs where the deviation of the in-plane STT
from the adiabatic torque was found to be very small [42].

The out-of-plane STT, plotted in Fig. 8(b), is seen to be
mainly localized at the DW center and an order of magnitude
smaller in size. Since the adiabatic forms in Eqs. (18) do not
have an out-of-plane (τz) component, the appearance of such
a STT implies a nonadiabaticity of the conduction electrons
moving through the DW. In short DWs the out-of-plane
torque arises from the nonadiabatic reflection of conduction
electrons, especially in the central region of the DW where
the magnetization has the largest spatial gradient; including
SOC is seen to have relatively little effect. These features are
consistent with the observation from Fig. 4 that the calculated
out-of-plane parameter β̄ 
 1 and is not very sensitive to SOC
in short DWs.

Without SOC, the nonadiabatic contribution to the β

torque observed in short DWs decreases as the magnetization
gradients in longer walls become smaller; see Fig. 9 for
λw = 20 nm. The in-plane components in this case completely
follow the adiabatic form −(vs · ∇)MsM̂ and the out-of-plane
STT vanishes within the numerical accuracy. Analysis of the
conductance shows that only 0.17% of incoming electrons
from the leads are reflected by this λw = 20 nm DW; the others
pass through the DW by adjusting their spins adiabatically.

With SOC included, the electron reflection in long DWs
is mainly due to the intrinsic DWR [33,34] and results in
out-of-plane torques. The STTs calculated with SOC in two
long DWs (λw = 20 and 40 nm) are plotted in Fig. 10, where
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j [
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(a) In-plane torque
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FIG. 10. STTs calculated with SOC for a long, clean Ni Bloch
DW with λw = 20 (empty symbols) and 40 nm (solid symbols).
The in-plane torque (a) is found to be nearly proportional to the
magnetization gradient in agreement with the expressions for STT
arising from loss of spin current: the solid and dashed lines denote the
adiabatic form −(vs · ∇)MsM̂ for λw = 20 and 40 nm, respectively.
The out-of-plane torque (b) arises from the SOC-induced electron
reflection due to conduction channel mismatch and is independent of
the magnetization gradient. The solid orange line illustrates a constant
β̄/λw [Eq. (23)] with the value 0.009 nm−1 obtained by integrating
the calculated τz(z).

the in-plane (a) and out-of-plane (b) components show a
different dependence on DW length. The in-plane STT is
smaller in the longer DW because it results mainly from the
adiabatic spin transfer mechanism [2,3] and is proportional
to the magnetization gradient. Note that we plot the STTs
with the scaled coordinates (z − rw)/λw so the integral of the
in-plane torque with respect to z is always −2vsMsM̂(−∞),
independent of λw though the maximum in-plane torque
is proportional to 1/λw. The reflection of electrons due to
conduction channel mismatch contributes very little to the
in-plane torques because only a small number (1.8%) of
incoming electrons are reflected resulting in a contribution
to mne that is much smaller than that due to the adiabatic
spin-transfer mechanism. Therefore the in-plane STTs still
follow the adiabatic form as we already saw in Fig. 9(a).

The most striking effect of SOC is seen in the out-of-plane
torques, which have the same amplitude for both DW lengths at
the same scaled position (z − rw)/λw; see Fig. 10(b). Because
the expression for the out-of-plane torque in Eq. (1) contains
the magnetization gradient (or 1/λw), a factor λw must be
included in the parameters β in Eq. (1) and β̄ in Eq. (5) to
reproduce the NEM result shown in Fig. 10(b) of a “constant”
local out-of-plane torque. This is consistent with the value of β̄

calculated with SOC in the adiabatic limit being proportional
to λw in Fig. 4.

The width dependence of the calculated torques is reflected
in the NEM mne(z) plotted in Fig. 11. The in-plane, adiabatic
torque in Fig. 10(a) arises from the out-of-plane component
of nonequilibrium magnetization, mne

z , which is shown in
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FIG. 11. (a) Calculated out-of-plane NEM mne
z in long Ni DWs

with λw = 20 and 40 nm. The green circles illustrate the analytical
form λ−1

w sech(z − rw)/λw [Eq. (20)]. (b) Calculated in-plane NEM
components mne

x and mne
y that can be decomposed into components

parallel and perpendicular to the local magnetization M̂. (c) The
perpendicular components of the calculated in-plane NEM (that
are two orders of magnitude smaller than the parallel components)
give rise to the width-independent out-of-plane torque τz shown in
Fig. 10(b).

Fig. 11(a). This component exists because the nonequilibrium
magnetization precesses about the local magnetic field, even-
tually giving rise to the adiabatic torque, i.e.,

τ ad = −vsMs

dM̂
dz

= −γH exM̂ × mne
z . (19)

Thus we find

mne
z = M̂ × (

M̂ × mne
z

) = vsMs

γH ex
M̂ × dM̂

dz

= vsMs

γH ex

1

λw

sech

(
z − rw

λw

)
, (20)

where the position and width dependences are explicitly
confirmed by the calculated mne

z in Fig. 11(a). The in-
plane nonequilibrium magnetization, that is much larger in
magnitude than mne

z , basically follows the local magnetization
profile, as shown in Fig. 11(b). Note that mne is made up of
electrons and holes accumulated in the left and right halves
of the DW, respectively. To investigate the origin of the
width-independent out-of-plane torque τz, we subtract from the
calculated mne the parallel component that is aligned with M̂,

mne
⊥ = (1 − M̂M̂·)mne. (21)

The x and y components of mne
⊥ are plotted in Fig. 11(c).

Though mne
x(y)⊥ is only about 1% of the total mne

x(y), it is
responsible for exerting the out-of-plane torque τz in the
adiabatic limit. Unlike mne

z , mne
x(y) and mne

x(y)⊥ do not depend on

the DW width which is consistent with the width-independent
τz in Fig. 10(b). The narrow and high central peak of τz

comes from mne
x⊥ at the DW center while the broad and

weak background arises from the more extended mne
y⊥. The

nonanalytical distribution of mne
x(y)⊥ is due to the complex

distribution of conduction channels in the 2D BZ.
The physical picture of SOC-induced out-of-plane STTs

that are independent of the DW width can be better understood
by comparing them with the torques resulting from the
inverse spin-galvanic effect (ISGE) [17,18,75–78]. In systems
without inversion symmetry and with SOC (that are frequently
modeled using Rashba and Dresselhaus terms), the spin
of a propagating state at the Fermi level depends on its
momentum and the nonequilibrium magnetization induced
by an electrical current is usually not aligned with the
local exchange field (local magnetization) [17,18,78]. In such
systems, the nonequilibrium magnetization exerts a uniform,
“bulk-like” torque on the collinear magnetization.

The SOC-induced out-of-plane STTs shown in Fig. 10(b)
have the same bulk-like properties which eventually lead
to the λw independence in the adiabatic limit. The scaled
position (z − rw)/λw can be equivalently characterized by a
winding angle

θ (z) = π − cos−1

[
tanh

(
z − rw

λw

)]
, (22)

which rotates from 0 to π for a 180◦ DW. In a very wide DW,
we consider a segment with length d (d 
 λw), in which
the winding angle of the local magnetization varies by the
infinitesimal amount �θ ; see Fig. 12(a). The anisotropic
conduction channels in the 2D BZ are schematically shown
in Fig. 12(c). The mismatch of conduction channels at M̂(θ )
(the solid ellipse) and M̂(θ + �θ ) (the dashed ellipse) results
in reflection of the incoming electronic states shown shaded
and consequently a nonequilibrium magnetization �mne.
Note that in the adiabatic limit (λw  d), �mne and the
corresponding torque are both uniform in this segment of the
DW and are independent of the length of the segment. In other
words, the torque only depends on θ and �θ but is independent
of the magnetization gradient or of the DW width (λw), in
agreement with the calculated out-of-plane STTs in Fig. 10(b).

A quantitative comparison between Fig. 4 and Fig. 10(b)
can be achieved by deriving β(z) from the calculated τz(z) and
performing the integration in Eq. (5) to obtain β̄, noting that
τz(z) plotted in Fig. 10(b) is calculated with a constant current
density j . On the other hand, displacing the DW rigidly with
rw in the charge pumping calculations results in relatively
large precession and hence large pumped current density at
the center of the DW; the further from the center, the less the
magnetization changes. Thus we use the relative amplitude of
|dM̂(z)/dt | ∝ sech z−rw

λw
as the weight to integrate τz(z) and

find β̄/λw = 0.009 nm−1, which is in very good agreement
with the saturated value 0.0086 nm−1 in Fig. 4 obtained from
the charge pumping calculations (large open circles).

Our results suggest that the constant-β assumption in the
literature breaks down for ballistic ferromagnetic DWs in two
respects. (i) We find that β̄ scales with the DW width in the
adiabatic limit as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 10(b). (ii) In a DW
with a fixed width, the calculated out-of-plane STT does not
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FIG. 12. (a) and (b) Sketch of two small segments of a very
wide Bloch DW where the magnetization rotates in the xy plane
as a function of z, the direction of current flow. The (collinear)
magnetization direction of each segment is indicated by an arrow at
the center of each segment. The magnetization gradient of the DW in
(b) is half of that in (a). (c) Schematic illustration of Fermi surface (FS)
projections (ellipses) onto a plane perpendicular to the current, where
the conduction channel anisotropy can be represented in terms of the
dependence of the FS projection on the local magnetization direction
M̂(θ ). The conduction electrons propagating in the θ segment (solid
ellipse) are filtered when they enter the θ + �θ segment with the
states in the shaded regions “blocked”. Depending on the specific
spins of the blocked states, this filtering results in a net nonequilibrium
magnetization �mne in the segment θ + �θ [shaded volumes in (a)
and (b)] regardless of its own width (d or 2d). Similarly, another
nonequilibrium magnetization can be generated in the segment θ by
the blocked states from entering the segment θ + �θ . Thus the STT
arising from the conduction channel anisotropy has a “bulk-like”
property in this segment independent of the global magnetization
gradient. The real anisotropic conduction channels are plotted in
Figs. 3(a)–3(e) for transport in the [111] direction for fcc Ni.

follow the spatial distribution in the generalized LLG equation
(1) with a constant β. We plotted the constant-β form

τz(z)

j
= �γP β̄

2eλw

sech

(
z − rw

λw

)
, (23)

in Fig. 10(b) (the solid orange line) with the calculated β̄/λw =
0.009 nm−1. In the central region of the DW (|z − rw| � λw,
or 40◦ � θ � 140◦), Eq. (23) reasonably reproduces the calcu-
lated out-of-plane STT. For |z − rw| > λw, Eq. (23) deviates
significantly from the calculated τz. This is because a constant
β implies an exponential decay of the out-of-plane STT away
from the DW center, while τz in a real material depends on the
conduction channel anisotropy at the Fermi level. The latter
may be nonanalytical, something which was recognized in
first-principles calculations of magnetocrystalline anisotropy
energies [57]. A general form of the current-induced torque
to be substituted into the LLG equation has been proposed by

Hals and Brataas [46]

τ (r) = MSM̂(r) ×
[∫

dr′η(r,r′) · vS(r′)
]
, (24)

where η(r,r′) is the so called nonlocal “fieldance” tensor. In
the diffusive limit, this can be assumed to be local depending
only on the local magnetization and its first-order gradient
[46], η(r) = η[M̂(r),∇M̂(r)]. In a homogenous system with
full rotational symmetry (e.g. without SOC), the leading
order expansion of the fieldance tensor gives [46] η =
η1∇M̂ + η2M̂ × ∇M̂ with η1 and η2 unknown coefficients.
Spin conservation requires η2 = 1 and η1 then corresponds to
the parameter β in Eq. (1). However, the above derivation is
only applicable in the diffusive regime when the mean free
path is much shorter than the DW width [41]. In ballistic DWs
with infinite mean free path, the mechanism illustrated in Fig.
12(c) is not described by a local approximation.

In diffusive DWs, disorder allows conduction channels in
the shaded regions to scatter to conduction channels in other,
allowed areas and the mechanism sketched in Fig. 12(c) is not
operative in the adiabatic limit. We have learned that, although
the intrinsic DWR vanishes in diffusive DWs with strong
disorder scattering, the SOC-induced spin-flip scattering leads
to another nonvanishing DWR in the adiabatic limit [64]. By
analogy, we might expect other SOC-related mechanisms to
emerge in diffusive DWs that contribute to the β parameter.
It would be interesting to verify to what extent the gradient
expansion is applicable. However, this is beyond the scope of
the present paper.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using Landauer-Büttiker scattering theory combined with
first-principles electronic structure calculations, we have im-
plemented two computational schemes capable of describing
spin torques in the presence of spin-orbit interaction, namely,
the charge pumping [19] and the nonequilibrium magne-
tization [24] formalisms. The charge pumping formalism
efficiently determines the total current-induced torque in terms
of the charge current pumped by a precessing magnetization.
We have used this scheme to calculate the DWR and out-of-
plane STT parameter β̄ for ballistic nickel DWs. In addition
to the nonadiabatic reflection of conduction electrons by the
rapidly varying exchange potentials that leads to a large
DWR for very short DWs, an intrinsic DWR arising from
SOC dominates the DWR at large DW lengths [33,34]; with
SOC included, the out-of-plane STT parameter β̄ is found
to be proportional to the DW length in the adiabatic limit.
To understand this unexpected behavior, we implemented the
NEM scheme that can be used to calculate position resolved
STTs and is physically transparent. We illustrate the NEM
scheme using a Co|Cu|Co spin valve as an example. In
particular, without SOC the NEM scheme reproduces the STTs
obtained for the spin valve from the spatial variation of the spin
current combined with spin conservation.

Applying the NEM scheme to calculate position resolved
STTs in ballistic Ni DWs, we demonstrate that the in-
plane STT can be described by the adiabatic form from
the generalized LLG equation (1) for both short and long
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DWs, independent of SOC. The position-dependent torques
calculated using the NEM scheme allow us to understand the
behavior of β̄ obtained with the charge pumping formalism.
For short DWs the nonadiabatic reflection of conduction
electrons is the main reason for the out-of-plane torque,
independent of SOC. In the adiabatic limit, the SOC induced
anisotropic distribution of conduction channels that gives rise
to the intrinsic DWR contributes to an out-of-plane torque.
This contribution is constant at a given winding angle of a DW
such that the parameter β in the generalized LLG equation
(1) is proportional to the DW length, in quantitative agreement
with the result of the charge pumping formalism. The bulk-like
out-of-plane torque can be understood by analogy with the
spin-orbit torques that result from the ISGE in bulk materials
without inversion symmetry. Our results indicate that the
constant β approximation based upon a gradient expansion

in the diffusive regime breaks down for ballistic DWs because
of the infinite mean free path.
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